Star Trek A Call to duty presents...

USS Elara

“Starship Elara”


Starring

 Bernie Wallowitch as Captain Bernie Wall and Ensign Sool
 Terry Imrie as Commander Joseph Timrok 
 Eldad Ben-Tovim as Commander Maor
 Karen Barkas as Lieutenant Karida Janan
Bruce Oriani as Ensign T'pucnamushi
     Michael Hiles as Ensign Maximus Heller
     Kyle Cordek as Ensign So’ta La’tan
Brendan Ringenoldus as Ensign Lost
	 
And

Lília Perfeito as Tor, Ensign Solie and Frelio

Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Starship Elara, part VII. Stardate 10302.16 =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
Before the helpless eyes of the Elara crew on the bridge, a mine explodes close to the Klingon Bird of Prey in front of them, causing virtually no damage
Host SM_Lilia says:
The BOP begins recloaking, slowly as if the cloaking device was refusing to functioning properly. However, after a few second, there is no sign of her.
Host SM_Lilia says:
In a small dark room somewhere (probably in this Universe) an electromagnetic gun ionizes the atmosphere in blue sparkles. After that a seemingly ordinary wall disappears revealing a door.
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@YOUNG MAN: Give me that weapon.
Host Tor says:
@CSO: No ... If I do that you will just leave me here. I must go with you
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: Fine lets get out of here.
Host Tor says:
@::smiles as he thinks he is going to live his life's dream of being aboard the Elara
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::standing just behind the FCO on the bridge::
Host Tor says:
ACTION: The Elara remains close to the mine field. All space arround is just quiet
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::starts to leave the holodeck::
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
::looking at the cold black place called space:::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::follows the cso out of te holodeck warily::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: any activity?
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Plasma cloud where the BOP was, nothing else now,sir
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: Beyond the simulated wall there is a closed door
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@TOR: Can you shoot the closed door?
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: A panel is seen by the door
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::Goes over to the panel And touches the panel::
Host Tor says:
@CSO: I can not  fire at the door with you standing there
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: At the CSO's touch on the panel nothing happens, it remains closed
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::stands in front of the door anticipating the cso opening it:: Tor: hold your fire for now
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
DutyOPS: is that Ionic pulse ready? if so activate it now!
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::Tries to read whats on the panel::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@::stands behind the CSO looking at the panel::
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
::wondering oif he could sneak off the bridge and get himself plastered::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: maintain all stop...
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Aye,maintaining all stop,sir!
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@CSO: do you recognise the layout of the door control?
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: No its in Ferengi
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: Do you want the pulse directed to any place in particular?
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: I might try and take the panel off and jury rig the door to open sir?
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@cso: go for it
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS Solie: send it out 360 degrees outward around the ship
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: Yes sir. ::starts trying to take off the panel::
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie> CO:Aye aye sir but I must warn you, the pulse will probably interfere with Montemor's communications satellites
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@::watches the CSO::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@Tor: where did you get the weapon?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS: will they damage them or just briefly block them?
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: With some difficulty the panel slides opened revealing a set of wires and chips. The layout seems to be a hybrid of several different technologies, including Klingon, Cardassian and Federation
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: I believe it will just block them
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS: send out the pulse now
Host Tor says:
@XO: I stole it ::smiles proudly:: XO: There was a big confusion when the strange lights appeared so I when exploring the conference hall. I found the transporter and the weapon
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::begins to take out the tri-ionized wire and plase it in the pulse transmogrifiaer.
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: Aye sir
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@::looks surprised at Tor::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: prepare to position the Elara, if the BOP appears for a disable attack
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Aye ready with evasive maneuvers,sir!
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
ALL: lets hope this works?
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>FCO: I'll have to use the deflector. So when I start can you begin turning the ship around?
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: The door remains closed and an alarm begins to sound
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ CSO: Ah that was not what I expected
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@cso: damn
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: proceed as OPS requests
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
OPS: Aye :;makes the shyip ready::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@TOR: Be prepared to shoot at the door if it opens.
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO/CNS: Damn it! This system is a mess because of the mix of technologies.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@Tor: Are you happy to shoot or would you rather hand over the weapon to one of us?
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::stands to the side of the door:: all: get ready for company
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::Goes over to the side of the door::
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>::taps a few buttons:: FCO/CO: Beginning the pulse ::touches a last button then sends information regarding the optimal speed to the FCO::
Host Tor says:
@::shakes his head:: CNS: I have told you, I can not give you the weaspon because you must take me with you!
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: The door remains closed, no sounds other than the alarm
Host Tor says:
ACTION: The Elara slowly turns spreading the invisible  beam all over
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
OPS: Aye ready to turn the ship
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@ Tor: i hope you are ready to face the consequences if you have to use that weapon on someone, you dont need to bare that burden
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ Tor: You can come with us for now, but that weapon is not going to influence any decision. Now you can keep the weapon but i hope you are happy if you do need to use it.
Host Tor says:
@::blinks::XO: I had not thought of that
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looks at the viewscreen as the process begins::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@TOR: Shoot the panel of wires for us?
Host Tor says:
@CSO: No ::looks to the CNS then to the XO:: XO/CSO/CNS: You are my heroes and I trust you ::smiles confidently giving the weapon to the XO::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::smiles as Tor hands over the weapon::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::takes the gun:: All: stand back
Host Tor says:
@XO: You just have to puss this button ::points:: XO and aim the weapon
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::stands back::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@Tor: thanks: ::aims the weapon at the door and fires::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
TO_Sool: prepare to fire a few shots to disable the BOP weapons and engines
Host Tor says:
ACTION: As the Elara turns, apparently nothing is hit, the deflector dish approaches the direction of the planet
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: As the burst hits the wires, they are all reduced to ashes. The door makes a strange sound as if unlocking but nothing else happens. The alarm keeps sounding
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@CSO / CNS: try and force the door
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@::gets to the door and tries to push it::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::pushes the door::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::he walks over to Science stations, looking at the status of the pulse on there screens::
Host Tor says:
ACTION: As the Elara begins facing the planet, the satelites blink on and off when hit by the pulse
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@: Tor try and keep your head down, we would have a lot of explaining to do if some harm were to come to you
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: The door opens revealing a wide corridor with no doors, except on the far side. The alarm keeps sounding
Host Tor says:
@XO: I always knew you were a great shot Joe! I mean Commander Timrok
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ CSO/XO/Tor: Looks like we have no choice but to go to that door.
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: Well lets go through the door.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@CNS: agreed les move fast
Host Tor says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen, just above the planet, the Bird of Prey decloaks
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::makes her way to the next door::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@:: Goes through the door::
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: I just stoped the pulse
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: move into position slowly
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO:aye  Moving in slowly,sir! :;sets the ship to a slo intercept course::
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: The door on the other side of the corridor opens when the AT approaches it. After that there is a large staircase going up and anpother corridor going to the right
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
TO_Sool: fire when ready to disable the BOP weapons and engines
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: What way do we go
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::walks through the new door stealthily & follows the staircase::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::Follows the XO::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::follows the XO to the staircase::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool>: aye firing now sir
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::peeks around the corner at the top of the stairs::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@::Glances across to make sure Tor is still alright::
Host Tor says:
ACTION: The BOP's shields blink as they are hit. She then fires back with torpedos aiming at the stoped Elara
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: left Nacelle hit.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
TO_Sool:  quickly take out the torpedeos, fire phasers
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: Atop the huge staircase, lies a small room and another door with another panel with three buttons. One red, one blue and one green
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool>: aye firing...
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: Lets try shooting at the panel again.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::moves over to the panel hoping for a flash of inspiration:: all:favourite colour anyone?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: evasive manuevers to starboard!!
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: Green.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ XO: Red but I don't see how that will help they always say don't press the red button.
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Aye, Evasive maneuvers,sir
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@self: ah damn ::pushes all the buttons::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
*ENG*:  all available power to shields and deflectors!
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: status of BOP?
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Checking,sir ::checks the BOP::
Host Tor says:
ACTION: After a few seconds, the BOP fires again, hiting only the Elara's sensor pod, with no damage as the ships moves out of the fire direction
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
TO_Sool: fire at will, keep trying to disable that BOP
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool>: CO: aye!
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: As the XO presses the buttons the door opens revealing a second door just on the other side. A "tic tac" sound is heard in the mean time (it can barely be heard over the alarm)
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::hearing the new noise:: all: whats that?
Host Tor says:
@ACTION: The imobilized BOP is hit as she has lost all her shields.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::shrugs:: XO: No idea sorry.
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: Press the blue button sir.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::presses the blue button again::
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Holy <censored>, Sir Eminent Warp core breach on the Bird of Prey,sir!!!!!!
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool> CO: BOP shields are all down!
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@self: grr
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@xo: Shoot at the buttons since it seems we cant push it
Host Tor says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: Incoming transmission from the BOP!
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@:looks over the weapon for what seems to be the output contorls and turns them up:: a;;: ok stand back
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<OPS Solie>: put it through!
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
<edit all: stand back>
Host Frelio says:
ACTION: On the viewscreen the Ferengi appears
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::STANDS BACK::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::Steps back out of the way::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
::looks up at the viewscreen::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::shoots the door with the weapons full force::
Host Frelio says:
COM:USS Elara: What have you done!? I made you famous, heroes even and this is what you do. You must save me and my crew
Host Frelio says:
@ACTION: The door is still closed and the tic tac continues
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
COM: BOP: yes will will save you and you crew...standbye to be beamed onboard!
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
:: Contacts tac to send a Security team to wait for the ferengi's crew::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO/CNS/TOR: What if there is some type of self destruct sequence set off.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ CSO: You could have a point there
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS_Solie: lower shields for a brief couple of second, lock on to all on the BOP and beam them onboard
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: She has 5 second till she blows up,sir!
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@CSO: then in that case we have real problems, see if you can bypass the door controls
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO: Give me the gun.
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: aye, as soon as there are beamed onboard, take us to a safe distance immediatly
Host Frelio says:
<OPS_Solie>::nods to rthe CO::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::hands the gun over to La`Tan::
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Aye, sir, 3 seconds and counting,sir!
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool>: CO: security waiting in transport room 1
Host Frelio says:
ACTION: The BOP disintegrates as matter and anti-matter react uncontrollably
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::TAKES the gun and shoots the buttons:
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
::tries to take the elara to a save distance::
Host Frelio says:
<OPS_Solie>::looks up::CO: I have 6 people a board, that’s half the compliment of that ship
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS_Solie: very good FCO: take us out of here now!
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Sir, but the away team,sir??
Host Frelio says:
@ACTION: As the CSO shoots the panel and the buttons melt revealing the wiring. As the firing continues, the door unlocks
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@:: thinks the new cso has a less scientific approach to his work than the last cso::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@XO/CNS: Lets open the door.
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
::PUSHES THE DOOR::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::Helps the CSO push the door::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::hearing the door latch release - moves to the door and pushes it open::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: i am aware just take us away from the BOP for now!!
Host Frelio says:
@ACTION: Outside the door the sun shines. The door leads out of a mountain. An immense Ocean lies in the distance spreading till the Horizon
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@TOR: Do you have any idea were we are
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::Looks out over the horizon and then back to the XO hardly believing her eyes::
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::steps out and takes a breath of fresh air:: cns: this is unexpected
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
CO: Aye moving away from the debris,sir :: flies the ship away from the BOP's shockwave::
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ CSO: If that was a self destruct then we should try to put some space between us and this place.
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ XO: Yes very.
Host Frelio says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: The AT just appeared on sensors. they don't have their badges but it is them. They are on Montemor III in a small island. They have an inhabitant of montemor II with them
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: Lets run.
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@::RUNS :::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO_Sool>: have security take our guest right to the brig, I will talk to them later
Host Frelio says:
@ACTION: as the AT runs from the door, the tic tac stops and so does the alarm. In a small controled explosion the entrance turns into a pile of debris, keeping it's secret safe
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<TO Sool>: CO: aye...telling them now
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS_Solie: very good
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::looks back at what was the entrance:: all: i knew i should have pushed the blue button
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
FCO: new course head back to Mentemor III and enter standard orbit...engage!
Host Tor says:
@::smiles happily::XO/CSO/CNS:We made it! Now the elara will come for us
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
XCO:Aye neterinGS atndard orbit at Mentemor II,sir!
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
<II=III>
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: If I see Frelio again I am going to punch him in the face.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::scratches his chin thoughtfully - glancing in the direction of Tor::
Host Tor says:
ACTION: the Elara reaches orbit around montemor III
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::taking the cns aside:: cns: do you think it is feasible to bring tor back to the elara?
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
<OPS_Solie>: stand down from red alert, lock on to the AT and beam them up
Host SM_Lilia says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: What about the Montemorian?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ XO: No but it is not feasible to leave him here with all he knows.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@cns: could his memory be altered?
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@XO: Its been done before. I suppose we could try it.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@CNS: this whole mission has been messy ::shakes his head and walks away a few steps:: 
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
@ ::nods once the XO has moved away::
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
OPS_Solie: beam them directly to the arboritum, the Mentemorian won't see much in there, we can then try to treat him there as far as his memory
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@ALL: I hope they beam us up soon.
XO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
@::looks across to the cso momentarily - squinting through the sunlight::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<OPS_Solie>::beams the AT and Tor to the arboretum::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The AT materializes in the arboretum
Host SM_Lilia says:
<OPS_Solie>CO: we have them
CNS_Lt_Janan says:
::Materializes to another view she was not expecting::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
@TOR: this is the ship.
FCO-Ens-Lost says:
::Checks on repairs::
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Tor>::amazed::
CSO_ENS_La`tan says:
CNS: Well this was certainly fun wasn't it
Host CO_Capt_Wall says:
*XO*: Welcome back Commander we will need to talk
Host SM_Lilia says:
Meanwhile, on Montemor II ...
Host SM_Lilia says:
The World Government prepares special committees, trying to figure out what were those lights in the sky and what caused the communications blackout. At the same time several lies are written to explain them in "scientific" terms
Host SM_Lilia says:
"StarShip Elara" is more popular than ever. Especially when, after a few weeks, it is announced that the show will be canceled. Fans protest throughout the planet. But more than that they dream ....
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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